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Successes in Australia’s PPL scheme
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• In the last 3 years, Parental Leave Pay has been provided to 

about 750,000 parents.

• The government scheme seeks to be inclusive of different 

work histories and contexts.

• PPL evaluation completed in 2014 found the scheme was:

– Extending the time that parents take off work (including a small 

but important increase for fathers)

– Increasing the rate of mothers returning to work (child turned 1)

– Some improved maternal health and opportunity to breastfeed



PPL scheme gaps / limitations
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• Need for longer duration of PPL 

for both mothers and fathers

• Fathers’ and Partners PPL 

provisions and low uptake

• Variation in employer-paid PPL 

across organisations

• Lack of superannuation while 

on parental leave
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Fathers’ and Partners’ PPL

What does fathers time away from work look like in Australia?

• Most dads (around 80%) do take some time away from work

• The average length of time taken off remains short (10-14 days)

• The time they take off is often supported by annual leave, and some 

PPL (but hardly ever as the ‘primary carer’)

• For Dads the MIX includes

- Parental Leave pay

- Dad and Partner pay

- Employer-funded pay
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Fathers’ and Partners’ PPL

• Parental Leave Pay - 18 weeks PPL at the minimum wage to the 

primary carer (<95% uptake is women). 
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Fathers’ and Partners’ PPL
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Fathers’ and Partners’ PPL

• Dad and Partner Pay - 2 weeks DAPP at the minimum wage for 

fathers and secondary carers. 

• Problems with uptake? PPL online evaluation survey (April 2013) 

found 36% of those eligible were taking DAPP, and about 50% for 

those who were aware of the payment. 
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Prefaced on our understanding that 

fathers’ care is important to the family
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Employer funded PPL

• Employer funded PPL – is not a legislative requirement, but is often 

regulated through industrial agreements and/or workplace policies.

• WGEA data from 2017-2018 shows that in larger organisations (with 

≥100 employers):

* 48.5% offered PPL for primary carers (94.9% uptake women)

average length is about 10 weeks across all industries.

* 41.8% offered PPL for secondary carers. 

average length of secondary carer’s leave offered is 1.6 weeks.
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Industry/workplace inequality in PPL
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Industry/workplace inequality in PPL
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